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Characterization of the Well.Posed Mixed Problem
for Wave Equation in a Quarter Space
By Mikio TsuJ
Department of Mathematics, Kyoto Industrial University
(Comm. by Kinjir8 KVNUGI, M. Z..., Feb. 12, 1974)

1. Introduction. R. Sakamoto [6] and H. 0. Kreiss [3] had
proved the existence and the uniqueness of a solution or hyperbolic
mixed problem in Sobolev space under the uniform Lopatinski’s condition. Recently, S. Miyatake [5] obtained the necessary and sufficient
condition under which the mixed problem for second order hyperbolic
equation with real variable coefficients is L-well posed. In the case
where the coefficients are constant, R. Sakamoto [7] obtained the necessary and sufficient condition under which we can solve the mixed
problem or general higher order hyperbolic equation in C-space.
In this note we try to solve the following hyperbolic mixed problem
in C(V(to))-space, V(to) {(t, x, y) t > to, x > 0, y e R-},

D--D-- D,
(1.1)

u= u= f(t, x, y)

](u, Dtu)=(o,)=(x, y)

(B(t, y; Dt, D,D)u=g(t, y)
where B=D+bo(t, Y)Dt+

on

in V(to)

Vo(to)=V(to){t=to}
on V(to)=V(to){x=O},

b(t, y)D,+c(t, y), and

D=(D,... D )=--i(,.
D=--i
.,
We

Dr:

--,
)

assume that b0, b (i= 1,
n-- 1) and c belong to (R), and
that b0 and b (i-1, ..., n-l) are real-valued.
If a solution u(t, x, y) of (1.1) belongs to C(V(to)), then
k=0, 1,..., m.
(1.2)
D(Bu)t=o=Dgt=to,
If we rewrite (1.2) by using f, and g, we get the compatibility conditions of order m for f, and g.
Definition 1. The mixed problem (1.1) is said to be -well posed
(at t=t0) if the following two properties hold
(E.1) or any (f g) e C(V(to)) C(Vo(to)) C(V(to)) which satisfy
the compatibility conditions of order 2 there exists a unique
solution u(t, x, y) o (1.1) in C(V(to)),
(E.2) there exists a positive constant 2 such that the value of the
solution of (1.1) at (tx, xx, Yl)e V(to) depends only on the data
in C(t,,x,,y,)= {(t, x, y) e V(to) t--t < --[(x, y)--(x, y)}.
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Definition 2. The mixed problem (1.1) is uniformly 6’-well posed
if for any t-to (1.1) is 6’-well posed.
Theorem 1. Suppose that the mixed problem (1.1) is uniformly
0) for
bn_(t, y)):/=(1, 0,
-well posed, and that (bo(t, y), bl(t, y),
any (t, y) e R then it holds

...,

,

+/r2--22+ b0(t, y)r+

,

n--1

b(t, y)]:/=0
for r--a--i" (" 0), (a, 7) e R and (t, y) e R

(1 3)
where

...,

+/r2--

is a root

of r-

,

with positive imaginary part.

We can prove this theorem by applying the method of asymptotic
expansion which P. D. Lax used in [4]. K. Kajitani [2] proved the
similar results or the mixed problem to the first order hyperbolic
system.
Conversely, does this necessary condition assure the solvability of
the mixed problem (1.1)? For this problem we get the following
"Theorem 2". First we state the definition of H-well-posedness.
Definition 3. The mixed problem (1.1) is said to be H-well posed
(at t--to) i or any integer k0 there exist a integer m and a posisuch that for any (f g) e H(V(to)) x H(Vo(to))
tive number
x H(V(to)) ) ( ) which satisfy the compatibility conditions of order
(m--3) there exists a unique solution u(t, x, y) o (1.1) in H(V(to)).
Remark. Assume that (1.1) is H-well posed. Moreover, i (1.1)
has the property (E.2) defined in Definition 1, this problem is 6’-well
posed.
Theorem 2. Suppose that sup bo(t, y)__<l- where is a positive
constant. Then the mixed problem (1.1) is uniformly H-well posed.
Comparison with the established results with respect to (1.1).
S Miyatake [5] obtained that
b) is the necessary and
sufficient condition for L-well-posedness. M. Ikawa [1] showed that,
in the case n=2, if b0=0 and b:/:0, (1.1) is -well posed. But, as
M. Ikawa considered (1.1) in general domain, his discussion is more

-

,

>=

__

precise.
In this note we limit ourselves to give the sketch of the proof of
Theorem 2. The detailed proo will be given in a orthcoming paper.
2. Proof of Theorem 2. We treat the case t0-0 and write V0
Vo(to) and V-- V(to). Assume (f, g) e H?(V) x H(Vo) x H(V)
which satisfy the compatibility conditions of order (m-3), and extend
We take ’>c>0 where c
(f ) to be (f )e H(P
,.+ xR n) x Hn(Rn)
is determined by the ollowing discussions. First we consider the
Cauchy problem

,

1) H’(9) (12cR n) is usual Sobolev space
H(Vl(to))= {u(t, x, y); e-rtu e Hm(V(to))}.

H(V(to))= {u(t, x, y); e-rtu e Hn(V(to))}.
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in t > O, (x, y) e R n,
j(t, x, y)
{ (u,u:Dtu)=(po,
on t=0, (x, y) e R
) :(x, y)
[::]

(2.1)
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Then there exists a unique solution Uo(t,x, y) of (2.1)in Hr (R/ R )
(r__> c). Put v u- u0, then
fE]v=O in V
(2.2)
(v, Dtv)--(O, 0) on V0
on V.
(By: g(t, y)- [2 u0[=0-go(t, y)
We define O0(t, y) by
(t > O, y e R -)
o(t, y)- {go(t, y)
( 0
(t_<_0, yeRn-9,
then the compatibility conditions of order (m--3) mean that 0(t, y)
e Hp-(R ) for r_>_ c.
Assume (1.1) is H-well posed. Then, if we take m sufficiently
large, (2.2) has a unique solution v(t, x, y) in H(V) (’r). Hence
vo(t, y) lim_0 v(t, x, y) and v(t, y) lim0 (Dv) (t, x, y) exist in
-/rz
and -/rv respectively. And we extend the definition
domains of v(t,y) (i=0,1) by v-0 for t<0 (i=0,1), then v
e H-(/)/(R n) (i=0, 1). Moreover v0 and v satisfy

(2 3)

v(t, y)=(27)-f e t+ +/r-ifio(r, )dad

(2.4)

(+/D--Dvo) (t, y),
(+/D--D+bo(t, y)Dt+ b(t, y)D,+c(t, y))vo--go(t, y),

J

=_

n-1

i=1

(y > 0), (a, ) e R and
y)dtdy.
t(v, V)--"
Conversely, if Vo(t, y) and v(t, y) satisfy (2.3) and Vo e H(Rn), then

where r

a-- i

yRe-t-Yu(t,

the Cauchy problem
in x>O, (t, y) e R
on x=0, (t, y) e R
(v, Dv)=(vo, v)
has a unique solution v in H(t9) where/2 {(t, x, y) x 0, (t, y) e R }
and the following estimate holds

(2.5)

Dv=(Dt--D)v

Iv I,, _<_..const (v0,,,

(2.6)
where

Iv I,r,

-

i+

(Vo}, r’Rn

e-rtY*(Dt,D,D) v ldtdxdy,

=k

i+lal =k

Rn

e-t(Dt, D)"Voldtdy.

The inequality (2.6) shows that, if v0-_-0 for t0, then v--0 for t0.
Therefore, the necessary and sufficient condition for (1.1) to be H-well
posed is that for any go e H(V) there exists a unique solution Vo(t, y)
of (2.4) in H(V). We prove this fact in the next section.
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Solvability of pseudo.differential equation. We put

r(t, y; r, ])--+ /r--] + b0(t, y)r +
where r-a--i (0), (a,v) eR
R(t, y Dr, By) by

Ru--(2z)-n[

(3.1)

Rn

.

b(t, y)+c(t, y)
And we define
and (t,y) eR
i=1

et:+’r(t, y; r, ])fi(r, )dad.

We define the adjoint operator R* of R by

or any u, v e C(Rn),

(Ru, v)-(u, R’v)
then it ollows

R*v--(2z) -n

(3.2)

r*(t, y

[

et+r*(t, y
R

, )---/-- + bo(t,

, )(,
y)v +

b,(t, y)
i=l

A- 5(t, y) A- Dtbo + i=l D,b
where v- a + ir (r 0) and -/v- ] is a root of -] with negative
imaginary part. Then we get the ollowing
is a
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that sup bo(t,y)<l- where
Then there exist positive constants
positive constant.
(k
=0, _+1, +2,...) such that
for any u e H(R n) and ’>
1) (Ru},,> c,(u},,
or any v e Hr(R n) and
2) (R*v},_,> c(v},_r,
where c are positive constants.
Proof. We prove l) in the case k=0. For simplicity we write
(u, v}--(u, v}0,., then it ollows

-

(Ru, u}r--(u, Ru}-- (( + /r-- ]-- + /r-- ])(r, ]), (r, 2))
(3.3)
2iy(u, bou} + (u, Dtbou}r + (u, Db u}r + (u, ( c)u}.
j=l
Denote imaginary part of /-- ] by f(r, ]), then

,

/

f(r, ])-- 1 [{(r2 + ]2 __0,2)2 + 4a.2} /2 + ,2 + 72 --a 2] 1/2 >
Therefore we get

Im. <Ru,

u> > (f(r, ])fi(r, ]), fi(r, ]))- r(u, b0u>r

+- ( u,1
where

,.

Dbou}

+

1

(u, Db u}r + Im. c. u,

>(r-Mo)<U>
M0 is a positive constant. If we put 0=2M0/, then

<Ru>>-<u>

for any

By the results of Proposition 3.1, we can easily obtain the following
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Proposition 3.2. For any go(t, y)e H(R n) (>=) there exists a
unique solution Vo(t, y) of (2.4) in H(R ) satisfying

(go},r, >= c(Vo},r,

for any

>=

.
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